On-device machine learning (ML) enables the training process to exploit a massive amount of user-generated private data samples. To enjoy this benefit, inter-device communication overhead should be minimized. With this end, we propose federated distillation (FD), a distributed model training algorithm whose communication payload size is much smaller than a benchmark scheme, federated learning (FL), particularly when the model size is large. Moreover, user-generated data samples are likely to become non-IID across devices, which commonly degrades the performance compared to the case with an IID dataset. To cope with this, we propose federated augmentation (FAug), where each device collectively trains a generative model, and thereby augments its local data towards yielding an IID dataset. Empirical studies demonstrate that FD with FAug yields around 26x less communication overhead while achieving 95-98% test accuracy compared to FL.
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Federated distillation
Traditional distributed training algorithms exchange local model parameters every epoch. It gives rise to significant communication overhead in on-device ML where mobile devices are wirelessly interconnected. FL reduces the communication cost by exchanging model parameters at intervals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . On top of such periodic communication, the proposed FD exchanges not the model parameters but the model output, allowing on-device ML to adopt large-sized local models.
The basic operation procedure of FD follows an online version of knowledge distillation [10] , also known as co-distillation (CD) [11] . In CD, each device treats itself as a student, and sees the mean model output of all the other devices as its teacher's output. Each model output is a set of logit values normalized via a softmax function, hereafter denoted as a logit vector whose size is given by the number of labels. The teacher-student output difference is periodically measured using cross entropy that becomes the student's loss regularizer, referred to as a distillation regularizer, thereby obtaining the knowledge of the other devices during the distributed training process.
CD is however far from being communication-efficient. The reason is that each logit vector is associated with its input training data sample. Therefore, to operate knowledge distillation, both teacher and student outputs should be evaluated using an identical training data sample. This does not allow periodic model output exchanges. Instead, it requires exchanging either model outputs as many as the training dataset size, or model parameters so that the reproduced teacher model can locally generate outputs synchronously with the student model [11] .
To rectify this, each device in FD stores per-label mean logit vectors, and periodically uploads these local-average logit vectors to a server. For each label, the uploaded local-average logit vectors from all devices are averaged, resulting in a global-average logit vector per label. The global-average logit vectors of all labels are downloaded to each device. Then, when each device calculates the distillation regularizer, its teacher's output is selected as the global-average logit vector associated with the same label as the current training sample's label.
The said operation of FD is visualized in Fig. 1(a) , and is detailed by Algorithm 1. Notations are summarized as follows. The set S denotes the entire training dataset of all devices, and B represents the batch of each device. The function F (w, a) is the logit vector normalized by the softmax function, where w and a are the model's weight and input. The function φ(p, q) is the cross entropy between p and q, which is used for both loss function and distillation regularizer. The term η is a constant learning rate, and γ is a weight parameter for the distillation regularizer. At the i-th device,F
is the local-average logit vector at the k-th iteration when the training sample belongs to the -th ground-truth label,F (i) k, is the global-average logit vector that equalsF
with a number M of devices, and cnt
k, is the number of samples whose ground-truth label is .
Federated augmentation
The non-IID training dataset of on-device ML can be corrected by obtaining the missing local data samples at each device from the other devices [9] . This may however induce significant With this non-IID MNIST training dataset, each device has a 5-layer convolutional neural network (CNN) that consists of: 2 convolutional layers, 1 max-pooling layer, and 2 fully-connected layers. The device conducts its local training with the batch size set as 64. As a benchmark scheme against FD, we consider FL [4] with or without FAug. In both FD and FL, each device exchanges the desired information at every 250 local iterations (n=250), denoted as a global iteration, up to 16 global iterations. For each global iteration, FD exchanges 100 logits for uplink (i.e., {F
) and another 100 logits for downlink (i.e., {F
), each of which comprises 10 logit vectors containing 10 elements. On the other hand, FL exchanges the CNN's 1,199,648 model parameters per global iteration equally for both uplink and downlink.
In FAug, the server has a conditional GAN consisting of a 4-layer generator neural network and a 4-layer discriminator neural network. When downloading a trained generator, the communication overhead is proportional to the generator's model size, given as 1,493,520 parameters.
At a uniformly randomly chosen reference device, Table 1 provides the test accuracy and communication cost of FD and FL, with or without FAug. For FD, the communication cost is defined as the number of exchanged logits, whereas the cost for FL is given as the number of exchanged model parameters. With FAug, the communication cost comprises the number of uploading data samples and the number of downloading model parameters of the trained generator. For each method, the total communication cost is evaluated by considering that each pixel of MNIST sample (28x28 pixels) occupies 8 bits, while each logit and each model parameter equally consume 32 bits.
In Table 1 , compared to FL, we observe that FD significantly reduces the communication cost while slightly compromising the test accuracy. The reduced accuracy of FD can be complemented by FAug, without incurring severe communication overhead. To be specific, compared to FL with a different number of devices, FD achieves 77-90% test accuracy that can be improved by FAug as 95-98% test accuracy. The aggregate communication cost of FD and FAug is still around 26x smaller than the cost of FL. Note that in return for the communication overhead, FL is more robust against non-IID dataset. This is observed via FAug that increases the test accuracy of FD by 7-22% and the accuracy of FL by 0.8-2.7%, compared to the cases without FAug, i.e., non-IID dataset. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the per-label test accuracy when '2' is the target label. For the target label, the standalone training of the reference device under the original non-IID dataset yields 3.585% test accuracy, which is increased via FAug with FD or FL by 73.44% or 92.19%, validating the effectiveness of FAug in combination with both FD and FL. For the entire labels, Fig. 2(b) shows that FD with FAug achieves around 2x higher test accuracy compared to the standalone training, regardless of the number of devices and of the number of redundant labels. For more devices or redundant labels, the inter-device PL decreases, since both aspects respectively increase the denominator
r ) of the inter-device PL. Similarly, Fig. 2(c) describes that the device-server PL decreases with the number of redundant labels, and increases with the number of target labels.
Concluding remarks
Towards enabling on-device ML, we introduced FD and FAug that are communication-efficient training and data augmentation algorithms, respectively. Empirical studies showed their effectiveness that achieves comparably high accuracy with much smaller communication overhead compared to FL.
In future work, the performance of FD can further be improved with a slight modification. In fact, model output accuracy increases as the training progresses. During the local logit averaging process, it is thus better to take a weighted average in a way that the weight increases with the local computation time. Furthermore, FD and FL can be combined towards balancing communication-efficiency and accuracy. As an example, one can exploit FD in the uplink and FL in the downlink, on the ground that the downlink wireless communication links are commonly faster than the uplink [13] . Lastly, using the differential privacy framework [8] , the privacy guarantee of FAug can be ameliorated by inserting a proper amount of noise into the uploading seed data samples, which is an interesting topic for future research.
